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Abstract
T his study investig ates US political cartoons during the 1940s and 1950s that critiqued “Cold
War culture” by incorporating nuclear themes into their satire. T he cartoonists analyzed in this
study—Herbert Block of the Washing ton Post and the Villag e Voice’s Jules Feiffer—used “the
bomb” as a framing device to explore contested issues related to the arms race, civil defense, and
atmospheric testing . In doing so both Block and Feiffer forg ed a “visual vocabulary” that
reimag ined the sources of conflict between the Soviet Union and the US as a self-imposed

strug g le that informed Americans needed to confront in a critical matter. In this way both
cartoonists re-appropriated the bomb’s projection as a cultural symbol of postwar American
power, and refashioned its symbolic meaning to read as a threat to individual liberties in order to
reg ister their objections to US nuclear policy. T he critiques embedded in their cartoons also
furnished a sub-culture of humorous dissent that sig nalled to readers that satire remained an
effective means of voicing opposition and venting frustrations during the Cold War era’s
stultifying political climate.
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